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The Long Term Development in 
Sport and Physical Activity

3.0 Model
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First Involvement and Awareness are integral components of 
everyone’s initial experience in sport and physical activity. Physical 

literacy, while vital during the early stages, is not confined to the early 
stages—it can and should continue to be developed throughout the 

life course. The OVA’s Early Contact Initiative seeks to better connect 
the LTD’s First Involvement and Awareness to the Learn to Train and 

Train to Train Stages for athlete development.
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LTD 3.0
“Long-Term Development in Sport 
and Physical Activity is a framework 
for the development of every child, 
youth, and adult to enable optimal            
participation in sport and physical 
activity. It takes into account growth, 
maturation and development, train-
ability, and sport system alignment” 

The objective of the framework is to 

promote both sporting excellence 

at the highest international level 

and life-long engagement in health-

enhancing physical activity. This third 

edition brings a number of important 

updates and enhancements. 

From Sport and Physical Activity to 

Quality Sport and Physical Activity: 

Not all sport and physical activity 

experiences are good. We want 

“good programs, delivered by good 

people, in good places.” Good 

programs are developmentally 

appropriate, based on the 

physical, cognitive, emotional and 

moral stages of development of 

participants. Quality sport and 

physical activity ensures that safe 

sport is an essential element for all 

people involved.

From Long-Term Athlete Development

to Long-Term Development in 

Sport and Physical Activity: The 

new name is more inclusive and 

retains the critical concept of good 

development as a lengthy process, 

while becoming more accessible to 

those in the recreation, education, 

and health sectors.

Physical literacy has evolved: There 

has been an increased emphasis 

on the psychological components 

of physical literacy, including 

confidence and motivation as well 

as social connectedness, which 

are all critical for physical literacy 

development through the life course.

More emphasis on the adolescent 

participant: Adolescence is a time 

when many youth become less 

active and involved with sport and 

physical activity, while others develop 

into high performance athletes. We 

provide more insight into the wider 

needs of the adolescent athlete in 

this Early Contact Initiative model. 

What’s new and 
enhanced in this 

3rd edition?

Developmentally
Appropriate

Well
Run

Safe and
Inclusive

Quality Sport
Quality sport based on Long Term Development in 

Sport and Physical Activity is ...

... leading to 

individual excellence 
and optimum health

**These pages and diagrams are extracts of the: The Canadian Sport for Life Long Term Development (LTD 3.0)**

“Physical literacy is the 
motivation, confidence, 
physical competence, 

knowledge, and 
understanding to value 

and take responsibility for 
engagement in physical 

activities for life.”

- The International 
Physical Literacy 

Association, May 2014

For more information visit:
PHYSICALLITERACY.CA
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GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES

Long-Term Development in Sport and Physical 
Activity is built on four guiding principles:

QUALITY

IS KEY

Every child, youth and adult deserves 
a quality experience every time they 

participate in physical activity or sport. 
Quality means good programs, in good 

places, delivered by good people.

OPTIMAL

PROGRAMMING IS CRITICAL

This means giving every participant in 
sport and physical activity what they 
need, when they need it, and in the 

way they need it to make
the most progress. Optimization 

is participant centred and 
developmentally appropriate.

INCLUSION

IS NON-NEGOTIABLE

Inclusion is both the removal of 
physical, cultural, economic, and 

attitudinal barriers to participation, and 
the designing of activities

so that individuals are not excluded. 
Being allowed to take part is not 

enough. Every participant must feel 
safe, welcomed, and included. 
Supports need to be in place to
engage and support the diverse 
needs of participants, across all 

the dimensions that make up that 
individual. Every program

and service should be set up to 
welcome all—inclusion is a topic 

because our system currently excludes. 
We must reframe to: everyone has the 

opportunity, and exclusion is
the exception rather than the norm.

COLLABORATION

MAKES THE SYSTEM BETTER

Individuals and organizations will deliver 
more quality experiences when they 

work together. Communities, sport 
organizations, and the health and 
education sectors all benefit from
alignment of programming and 
collaboration. For example, one 

participant may be active
in different sports or physical activities,
including recreation or club programs,
physical education, as well as school 

sport. If the organizations pull that 
participant in different directions, good 

development is less likely to happen. 
Through system alignment,

participants are the winners.

You can learn more about Long Term 
Development (LTD 3.0) via the Canadian 
Sport for Life Website or access the 
document directly HERE.
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“The OVA has worked to align 
our new competition streams with                        
research-based and LTD defined 
characteristics of a quality, positive, 
developmentally beneficial youth 
sport experience ”

Over the fall and winter months (2020-2021) and in partnership 

with the Indoor Volleyball Development Committee (IVDC),  the 

EARLY CONTACT INITIATIVE was created to address the specific 

needs of our entry point athletes.

The Indoor Volleyball Development Committee (IVDC), of the OVA 

is made up of 11 people from an array of clubs across the province.  

Boys and Girls volleyball, big city, big club, small town, small club, 

are all represented.   This committee was tasked with with helping 

restructure  the OVA youth competitions model to better align with 

the principles of the new Long Term Development 3.0 document, 

as laid out by Sport Canada and Volleyball Canada. 

This change was proposed to our Youth Competition Structure in 

order to implement more of the Long Term Development (LTD) 

Model with a focus on the following core principles:

 

• Increase the Fun Factor and Inclusiveness with Fair Play and 

Non-Specialization at the younger ages while transitioning 

into the Traditional game as athletes and teams progress.

• Emphasize “Stage of Development” rather than 

“Chronological Age”

• Support efficient periodization 

• Delay specialization

• Provide flexibility for clubs and coaches to choose what 

is best for their players and provide them with a fun and 

developmentally appropriate experience

• Remove adult training and competition programs we 

impose on developing athletes by making the game fit the 

players

• Reduce the time and costs of travel, accommodations and 

meals

• Allow athletes to develop at their own pace

• Place the health and needs of kids first! 

WHY IS 
CHANGE 
NEEDED?

Fun, joy &
intrinsic reward

Removal of barriers 
to access

Developmentally 
appropriate 

instructions & formats

De-emphasize
winning / results

Promote development 
& participation

CHARACTERISTICES OF A PROGRAM THAT PUTS 
THE HEALTH AND NEEDS OF KIDS FIRST

Source:
The Canadian Sport for Life Long Term  

Development (LTD 3.0) 
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Remember why young people participate in 
sport - it’s about fun, the challenge, being 
part of a team or group, being with friends 

and self-improvement

Childhood success is not a reliable predictor 
of future success

Young people are different and development does 
not occur in  a straight forward manner-or at the same 

speed. Competitive sporting opportunities need to 
reflect this rather than investing (time and money) in just 

those who show the most promise at a young age. All 
young people deserve quality sport experiences and the 

opportunity to shine. 

A focus on winning rather 
than on development

It’s time to stop focusing on high performance and 
overemphasizing ‘winning’ in youth sport. This approach 

is creating a lack of balance and leads to high work-
load and high pressure for children too soon. A focus on 
development and getting better is what young people 

want and what successful athletes and people focus on. 

Identifying athletes early and specializing 
early on is taking its toll on young people

Too many young people are specilizing in one sport in 
the belief that this is be best way for them to develop 
into elite adults. In truth, burnout, overuse injuries and 
declining motivation are more likely to be outcomes 

of early specialization. Sport leaders need to delay 
selection decisions, proactively managing young people 

at risk of overtraining and overloading and find ways to 
keep them involved in a range of quality experiences in 

competitive sport - for longer.

Source:
Sport New Zeland - Balance is Better 
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WHAT IS 
THE EARLY 
CONTACT 
INITIATIVE?

Developmentally appropriate 

competition formats = better access 

to volleyball for late entry athletes  

i.e. not chronological age based 

competitions.

Gaps identified after reviewing the 

OVA competition stream for 11-14U 

included: early specialization; barriers 

or entry (cost, travel, etc); length of 

playing days; poor periodization; and 

challenge vs competitive events. 

Once these were identified, the OVA 

staff, in collaboration with the Indoor 

Development Committee (IVDC), 

designed the Early Contact initiative.  

The ECI is designed to assist players, 

coaches, and administrators with 

finding the appropriate entry point 

along the pathway of volleyball in 

Ontario. Clubs will now have more 

flexible and developmentally-

appropriate competition 

opportunities for their younger players 

while providing the best experience 

possible for long term retention and 

success. 

The Early Contact Initiative focuses on 

several key factors, including: 

• Delaying specialization to avoid 

burnout, injury and limited 

development

• Increased focus on development 

over winning   

• Offering age and stage 

appropriate development 

activities with improved playing 

formats such as 4v4, 6v6 Rallyball, 

Traditional Non-specialized (TNS)

“The Early Contact           
Initiative is a set of rules 
and an evolution of the 
competition pathway 
that will help clubs find             
developmentally appropri-
ate opportunities for their 
young players while giving 
them the best experience 
possible for long term       
retention and success”

• Ensuring court size and net height 

are appropriate to physical and 

cognitive stage development

• Ensuring this first experience is fun, 

enjoyable and occurs in child-

friendly environments

• Ensuring kids fall in love with the 

game through fun and inclusive 

games 

• Supporting coaches so they will 

make the volleyball experience 

a challenging, positive and 

nurturing one for all young 

players regardless of ability, 

leading to Volleyball for Life .

EARLY
CONTACT 
INITIATIVE

Developmentally 
Appropriate Divisions = More FUN

Decreased focus 
on winning / 
results (no more 
relegation)

Delayed 
Specialization

Flexibility for clubs & coaches to 
do what is best for their athletes



CHRONOLOGICAL 
AGE

1211 13
CHRONOLOGICAL 

AGE

Male: Jan 1, 2007
Female: July 1, 2007

1 1

TRADITIONAL
COMPETITION

WITH EARLY 
CONTACT RULES

11U 12U 13U 14U 15UDIVISION

1514131211

4v4
RallyballDIVISION

6v6
Rallyball

1514

Traditional
Non-Specialised

(TNS)

15U

**Athletes can always “play up” as much as they need**
i.e. There is no restrictions on playing in divisions higher up in the pathway
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THE ECI 
COMPETITION
STREAM

“These new adaptations will be 
aligned with  Volleyball Can-

ada’s LTD 3.0 (when released)
and allows for more entry points 

for athletes at every stage of 
development”

PHYSICAL LITERACY & VOLLEYBALL FOR LIFE
Awareness, First Involvement & Active for Life Initiatives
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SMASHBALL
1v1, 2v2, 3v3

Levels 1-2-3-4-5

RALLYBALL
4V4, 6V6 (Indoor • EARLY CONTACT)

2v2, 3v3, 4v4, 6v6 (Beach)
2v2, 3v3, 4v4 (Sitting)

TRADITIONAL
VOLLEYBALL

6V6 (Indoor)
2v2 (Beach)

4V4, 6V6 (Sitting)
Teams/Players progress from
one format to the next when

2/3 serves results in a 3rd 
o�ensive contact (smash or tip)

TRADITIONAL 
NON-SPECIALIZED

6V6 (Indoor)

      STAGE COLOURS
The LTD Stage Colours are represented in a gradient, in order to illustrate 

adoption of the new LTD 3.0 enhancement of “Developmentally Appropriate 

Stages.” The primary focus in athlete development is not age, but how 

participants develop capabilities to move from stage to stage.
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Entry Point #1 
4v4 RALLYBALL

4v4 RALLYBALL
 
• Format geared towards entry level 

teams and athletes or those wanting 

more touches to be successful at the 

next level

• Less players on court = players more 

involved and more touches 

• Rallyball follows Volleyball Canada’s 

Tripleball rules

• All events are developmentally 

focused and maximize number of 

games played 

• Development of a membership and 

fee structure to eliminate cost barrier 

• 2-day Ontario Championship 

Jamboree/Festival with medals.

FEWER PLAYERS ON COURT

PLAYERS MORE INVOLVED

MORE BALL TOUCHES

MORE FUN & ENGAGEMENT

Experience has shown that 
the level of difficulty of 6v6 
for kids under 13 years old 

significantly decreases 
the number of participants 

who join volleyball and 
decreases the number of 
opportunities to develop 

many aspects of the game, 
other than serving and 

receiving. 

In environments where 
volleyball has been adapted 

to lengthen the number of 
exchanges and promote 
the success of individual 

actions, tens of thousands 
of players are experiencing 

success, discovering, and 
staying in our sport.  

4X4 RALLYBALL SUMMARY

Formally 11U / 12U

Eligible Birth Years for 
2021-2022 Season

2009 & Under

Divisions Male/Co-ed, Female

Number of Events 5 events per regular season

Event Structure Regional Competitions with vari-
ous round robin formats

Substitutions Fairplay

Court Size 7m x 14m or as close as the facili-
ty has available . 
Badminton doubles court

Playing Time Rotational Play

Net Height 2.1m Female, 2.2m Male/Coed

Specialization None
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Entry Point #2 
6v6 RALLYBALL

6v6 RALLYBALL
 
• Format geared towards teams and 

athletes with exposure to Triple Ball 

rules in the 4v4 format and those 

needing more rallies to learn the flow 

of the game

• This stage in the system is geared 

towards entry level teams and athletes 

as well as teams and athletes that 

want more touches to be successful at 

the next level.  

• Great opportunity to develop 

fundamental skills and introduce the 

systems and tactics of 6v6 volleyball 

• Alternating development and 

challenge events 

• Development focused event will 

be offered in formats that allow for 

maximum number of games

• 3-day Ontario Championship.

LESS ACES & MISSED SERVES
>50% of serves end the rally at younger ages

6v6 RALLYBALL SUMMARY

Formally 13U / 14U

Eligible Birth Years for 
2021-2022 Season

2008 & Under
24-month Eligibility 

Divisions Male/Female

Number of Events 5 events per regular season

Event Structure Regional Competitions with alter-
nating Development and 
Challenge Events

Substitutions Fairplay

Court Size 9m x 18m

Net Height 2.15m Female, 2.2m Male

Specialization None

MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUMP•SET•HIT
>95% of free balls lead to an attack in Rallyball 

which follows Volleyball Canada’s Tripleball rules

MORE RALLIES
2X the number of contacts 
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Entry Point #3
TRADITIONAL NON-SPECIALIZED
(TNS)

TNS 
• This is stage in the system is geared towards 

entry level teams and athletes as well as 

teams and athletes that just want more 

touches to be successful at the next level

• Focus on developing all skills in a regular 

6v6 game context. Players learn the game 

from multiple positions while learning 

the technical and tatical aspects of the 

traditional volleyball game.

• Traditional season structure. TNS Stream 

will progress throughout the season with 

a gradual introduction of the Premier, 

Championship and Trillium tiers

• 15U athletes cannot play down in 4v4. 

They are only allowed to play down in 6v6 

Rallyball.

TNS SUMMARY

Formally 13U/14U/15U 

Eligible Birth Years 
for the 2021-2022 
Season

2007 & Under 
Female - 18 month eligibility (July-Dec) 
Male - 24 month eligibility

Divisions Female/Male

Number of Events 5 events per regular season

Event Structure Gradual build-up of competitive tiers 
with no downward movement

Substitutions Fairplay

Court Size 9m x 18m

Net Height 2.15m Female, 2.2m Male

Specialization Permitted to introduce alternate 
playing system, except a 5-1

DELAYS SPECILIZATION
Early specialization has been linked to burn out

and higher injury rates 

PLAYING MULTIPLE POSITIONS
Leads to a better understanding of the game and 

the development of transferable skills 

SUPPORTS LONG-TERM PARTICIPATION
Gives athletes the confidence to 

play multiple positions
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4v4 RALLYBALL
Eligible Birth Years 2009 & Under MALE/FEMALE

Gendered Divisions • Male/Coed
• Female

Tiering No divisional splits

Recommended roster size • Roster size of 10+ Athletes
• Larger rosters are encouraged to be split into 2 teams for the 4x4 competition. 
• A team that is split up with be placed in the same event.

Event 1/Wave 1 • 4v4 Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability  
• Round robin event with cross pool games
• Preferred format - 3 sets to 15 (however maybe adjusted depending on the num-

ber of teams at an event)
• Club hosted

Event 2/Wave 2 • 4v4 Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability   
• Round robin event with cross pool games
• Preferred format - 3 sets to 15 (however maybe adjusted depending on the num-

ber of teams at an event)
• Club hosted

Event 3/Wave 3 • 4v4 Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability   
• Round robin event with cross pool games
• Preferred format - 3 sets to 15 (however maybe adjusted depending on the num-

ber of teams at an event)
• Club hosted

Event 4/Wave 4 • 4v4 Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability   
• Round robin event with cross pool games
• Preferred format - 3 sets to 15 (however maybe adjusted depending on the num-

ber of teams at an event)
• Club hosted

Event 5/Wave 5 • 4v4 Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability   
• Round robin event with cross pool games
• Preferred format - 3 sets to 15 (however maybe adjusted depending on the num-

ber of teams at an event)
• Club hosted

Ontario Championships 2 Day - Challenge Event

Ontario Championships 
Eligibility

None

Designated Setting 
Position

Yes

Libero No

Over Hand Serve Receive No

Ball MVA Lite

Entry Point Summary
4v4 Rallyball
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4X4 RALLYBALL
Court Size 7m x 14m or as close as the facility has available / Badminton Double

Net Height • 2.10m Female
• 2.20m Male/Coed 

Serving Regulations Fairplay

Warm Up Protocol First match of the day:
5 min - shared court
4 min - exclusive serving team
4 min - exclusive receiving team

All remaining matches:
2 min - shared court
4 min - exclusive serving team
4 min - exclusive receiving team

NO shared hitting or travelling under net

Substitutions Fairplay

Specialization Not permitted

Playing Time Rotational play

Ranking Points None

Medals No medals until Ontario 
Championships

Referees Game day supervisor/court monitors 

Athlete Membership Level Recreational membership - upgrade to full competitive player required if participating 
in 6v6 Rallyball or Traditional Non-Specialized (TNS)

Coaching Eligibility 1. All coaches on the roster must:

• Abide by the OVA Screening Policy by submitting a Vulnerable Sector Screen and 
submitting a completed OVA Screening Disclosure Form annually

• Complete the NCCP Making Head Way Concussion Education Course

• Complete the Coaches Association of Canada Safe Sports Training

2. All individuals acting as a head coach on a roster must also complete the follow-
ing training prior to their registration as a member of the OVA:

• Foundations of Volleyball ($89)

• Making Ethical Decisions Online Evaluation ($85 or free if course was completed)

If a team splits in 2 rosters for a 4v4 event, there must be a registered Head Coach 
who meets the eligibility requirements on at least one of the rosters.
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6V6 RALLYBALL
Eligible Birth Years 2008 & Under

24 month eligibility - MALE/FEMALE

Gendered Divisions • Male
• Female

Tiering Divisional splits after Challenge events

Recommended roster size 10+ Athletes

Event 1/Wave 1 • Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability  
• Development Event - No playoffs
• Club hosted

Event 2/Wave 2 • Rallyball
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability  
• Development Event - No playoffs 
• Club hosted

Event 3/Wave 3 • Rallyball
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability  
• Challenge Event - Full playoffs & points awarded
• Club hosted

Event 4/Wave 4 • Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability 
• Development Event - No playoffs 
• Club hosted

Event 5/Wave 5 • Rallyball 
• Event sized based on registrations and venue availability 
• Challenge Event - Full playoffs & points awarded
• Club hosted

Ontario Championships 3 Day - Challenge Event

Ontario Championships 
Eligibility

2 Events - A teams rank going into the Ontario Championships will be based on their 
top 2 average from 6v6 Rallyball Challenge Events

Designated Setting 
Position

Yes

Libero No

Over Hand Serve Receive No

Ball VQ200W-OVA*

Court Size 9m x 18m

Net Height • 2.15m Female
• 2.20m Male

Serving Regulations Fairplay

Entry Point Summary
6v6 Rallyball
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6V6 RALLYBALL
Warm Up Protocol First match of the day:

5 min - shared court
4 min - exclusive serving team
4 min - exclusive receiving team

All remaining matches:
2 min - shared court
4 min - exclusive serving team
4 min - exclusive receiving team

NO shared hitting or travelling under net

Substitutions Fairplay

Specialization Not permitted

Playing Time Fairplay

Ranking Points Points will be awarded for Challenge events

Medals Medals will be awarded for Challenge events and Ontario Championships

Referees Single referees provided

Athlete Membership Level Full competitive membership

Coaching Eligibility 1. All coaches on the roster must:

•Abide by the OVA Screening Policy by submiting a Vulnerable Sector Screen and 
submitting a completed OVA Screening Disclosure Form annually

• Complete the NCCP Making Head Way Concussion Education Course

• Complete the Coaches Association of Canada Safe Sports Training

2. All individuals acting as a head coach on a roster must also complete the follow-
ing training prior to their registration as a member of the OVA:

• Foundations of Volleyball ($89)

• Making Ethical Decisions Online Evaluation     
  ($85 or free if course was completed)
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TRADITIONAL NON-SPECIALIZED (TNS)
Eligible Birth Years 2007 & Under (TNS athletes cannot play down in 4v4 events)

18 month eligibility (July to Dec) - FEMALE 
24 month eligibility - MALE 

Gendered Divisions • Male
• Female

Tiering Gradual progression to Premier, Championship and Trillium Tiers

Recommended roster size 10+ Athletes

Event 1/Wave 1 • ALL TRILLIUM - geographical splits
• Development Event - No playoffs
• NO Specialization 
• Club hosted

Event 2/Wave 2 • ALL TRILLIUM - geographical splits
• Teams will be moved into tiers after this event
• Challenge Event - Full playoffs & points awarded
• NO  Specialization 
• Club hosted

Event 3/Wave 3 • Tiered Tournament   
• Premier/Championship/Trillium - Tiered breakdown will depend on 

team registrations 
• Teams will be moved up into tiers again, no downward moveme
• Challenge Event - Full playoffs & points awarded                                                                                         
• Partial Specialization allowed but not mandatory            
• No 5-1 System
• Club hosted

Event 4/Wave 4 • Tiered Tournament 
• Premier/Championship/Trillium - Tiered breakdown will depend on 

team registrations
• Teams will be moved up into tiers again, no downward movement
• Challenge Event - Full playoffs & points awarded
• Partial Specialization Allowed but not mandatory            
• No 5-1 System  
• Club hosted

Entry Point Summary
Traditional Non-Specialized (TNS)
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TRADITIONAL NON-SPECIALIZED (TNS)
Event 5/Wave 5 • Tiered Tournament 

• Premier/Championship/Trillium - Tiered breakdown will depend on 
team registrations

• Challenge Event - Full playoffs & points awarded
• Partial Specialization Allowed but not mandatory            
• No 5-1 System  
• Club hosted

Ontario Championships 3 Day - Challenge Event

Ontario Championships 
Eligibility

2 Events - A teams rank going into the Ontario Championships will be based on 
their top 2 average from TNS Challenge Events.

Designated Setting Position Yes

Libero No

Overhand Serve Receive No

Ball VQ200W-OVA*

Court Size 9m x 18m

Net Height • 2.15m Female
• 2.20m Male

Serving Regulations Fairplay

Warm Up Protocol First match of the day:
5 min - shared court
4 min - exclusive serving team
4 min - exclusive receiving team

All remaining matches:
2 min - shared court
4 min - exclusive serving team
4 min - exclusive receiving team

NO shared hitting or travelling under net
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TRADITIONAL NON-SPECIALIZED (TNS)
Substitutions Fairplay

Specialization Not permitted

Playing Time Fairplay

Ranking Points Points will be awarded for Challenge events

Medals Medals will be awarded for Challenge events and Ontario Championships

Referees Single referees provided

Athlete Membership Level Full competitive membership

Coaching Eligibility All coaches on the roster must:

•Abide by the OVA Screening Policy by submiting a Vulnerable Sector Screen 
and submitting a completed OVA Screening Disclosure Form annually

•Complete Making Head Way Concussion Education Course

•Complete the NCCP Coaches Association of Canada Safe Sports Training

All individuals acting as a head coach on a roster must also complete the follow-
ing training prior to their registration as a member of the OVA:

• Foundations of Volleyball ($89)

• Making Ethical Decisions Online Evaluation 
   ($85 or free if course was completed)
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